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WESTGOLD RESOURCES 
LIMITED

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!

Westgold has over the previous 5 years built an enviable holding of Australian gold assets with
4 processing plants (mining hubs) in Western Australia’s most prolific goldfields.

The Westgold group has a total gold resource estimate of circa 12 million ounces and mining
reserves of circa 3 million ounces underwriting a long-life production at current economics.

Westgold is currently the 6th largest domestic gold producer in Australia, currently producing
circa 275,000oz per annum of gold with output expansions currently building to take
production toward 350,000oz per annum.

Westgold is emerging in the current year a from major growth and capital investment phases.
Steady-state production of all operations is expected to be achieved in the 2020 financial year.

Westgold is debt free and has significant leverage to higher gold prices.



FOUR GOLD MINING CENTRES
PURELY WEST AUSTRALIAN

Fortnum Gold Project 
1 million tpa

60-75,000 oz per annum

Meekatharra Gold Operations
1.6 – 1.8 million tpa

120 – 140,000 oz per annum

Cue Gold Operations
1.2 – 1.4 million tpa

90-110,000oz per annum

Higginsville Gold Operations
1.3 million tpa

50 – 65,000oz per annum

Total Gold Output Rising > 350,000 oz 
pa 3WESTGOLD RESOURCES 

LIMITED



PRODUCTION FORECAST & GROWTH

253,210oz

300 - 320,000oz
>350,000oz  

FY 2017/18 
(actual)

FY 2018/19 
(fcst)

FY 2019/20 
(fcst)

AISC
A$1463/oz

US$ 1,050/oz

Big Bell Mine Starts
(adds 100,000oz pa)

4WESTGOLD RESOURCES 
LIMITED

AISC
A$1300 -1350/oz
US$ 940 - 975/oz

AISC (Fcst)
A$1250 -
1300/oz

US$ 900 - 940/oz
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Westgold is the cheapest gold stock 
in Australia and probably the world.

Westgold is a strong buy!



The Contagion of Risk Society and Moral Panic

The Mining Industry is under Attack!

Social science challenges of the resource sector.
Peter G. Cook - B App Sci (Geol), MSc (Min. Econ.), MAusIMM
Sydney Mining Club - October 2018 



Which means? :

I’m never wrong even when I am!

Or

I’m never even right even when I am!

I think differently??

I’m a geologist !



Subjective

Objective

Judgement

Prescriptive

Four words that explain why?



Subjective thinking and expression:

- based or influenced by personal feelings or opinion.
“my views are highly subjective”

- Philisophically:  my thoughts relate to the way I experience thing in my mind.

“ my thoughts are based on feelings or opinions rather than facts”

Geologists think differently !



Objective thoughts:

“judgements based on observable phenomena or un-influenced by 
personal feelings, tastses or opinions.”

Objectiveness requires Judgement, Perspiciaicity and/or Judgement

“the capacity to assess situations or circumstances shrewdly and to draw 
sound conclusions”

Most people think and analyse Objectively!



The difference between fact and opinion.

An objective piece of information, therefore, needs either to be the 
whole truth and at least be unbiased or balanced, where as a subjective 
point of view is biased because its either not the complete picture or its 
merely a viewpoint  or expression of feelings.

Subjective – Objective – What’s the difference?



The difference between fact and opinion.

If un-balanced opinions are presented as if they are facts, the act as propaganda 
or persuasion.
e.g

“We believe the tenure to be highly prospective for a significant gold discovery”.  

This is presented as an objective fact but is clearly a subjective opinion.

Subjective – Objective – What’s the difference?



We both use our Judgement!.
Judgement (dictionary) – an opinion formed by judging something

For the Geologist: 
- The cognitive process of reaching a decision or drawing a conclusions.
- The act of judging or assessing a situation or event/

For Others:
- the act of judging or assessing a person, situation or event.
- the legal document stating the reasons for a judicial decision. 

What do we have in common?



“relating to the imposition or enforcement of a rule”

- So lets force geologists (with prescribed rues, standards and codes) to describe his 
orebody or ore resource estimate.

- Lets make a competent prson responsible and accountable for it.

- But how do we trust their opinion, their judgement, their integrity – a subjective science!

Prescription

This is how do we deal with this?



- They can validate our conflicts in subjective judgement.

- Surely their subjective or objective judgement is more believable.

- They enable us to mitigate our responsibility/liability.  

Better still – lets make them independent

Bring on the consultant or expert !



- They can validate our conflicts in subjective judgement.

- Surely their subjective or objective judgement is more believeable.

- They enable us to mitigate our responsibility/liability.  

- If an expert consultant uses his subjective or objective judgement it is better
and even believeable.

Better still – lets make them independent

Bring on the consultant or expert !



Independent (Dictionary) – free from control in action and 
judgement.  Not reliant or support or financial support.

Even Better – Let’s prescribe their use!!

Bring on the  Independent Expert



Consequences of Prescriptivity

Unintended or misguided?

• The entrepreneur is dead !
• Ingenuity is suffocated.
• Increased costs of regulation escalate.
• Regulatory creep by guidelines/standards takes over.
• Regulators without skills/knowledge measure prescriptively.
• The death spiral begins!!!



The Contagion of Modernity:

“RISK SOCIETY & MORAL PANIC”

The Contagion of Risk Society and Moral Panic

The Risk Society takes over!
Moral Panic rules !

The resource sector catches the disease



MODERNITY:

“refers to a modern way of thinking.”

“refers to the constitution of subjectivity, the social construction 
of the modern self, and the political and cultural expressions of 
these phenomena at both individual and collective level. “

We succumb to Modernity



RISK SOCIETY:

“the manner in which modern society organises in 
response to risk”

“a society increasingly preoccupied with the future (and 
also with safety) which generates the notion of risk” 

“a systematic way of dealing with hazards and insecurities 
introduced by modernisation itself”

Risk Society Contagion takes over.



MORAL PANIC:

“is a feeling of fear spread among a large number of people that some evil 
threatens the well-being of society”

“the process of arousing social concern over an issue – usually the work of moral 
entrepreneurs and mass media.  

The media being key players in the dissemination of moral indignation, even when 
they do not appear to be consciously engaged in crusading or muckraking.  Simply 
reporting facts can be enough to generate concern anxiety or panic.”

Moral Panic abounds



“RISK SOCIETY is characterised by institutions of monitoring and 
protection that seek to protect people from social, political, 
economic and individual risks servicing the time-discipline required 
by capitalism.” 

…..Ulrich Beck

Traits of Risk Society



“RISK SOCIETY distinguished between ecological and financial 
dangers, which can be conceptualised as side effects of 
deliberate or intentional impact.”

“….deliberately exploiting our industry and for that matter 
modern society to replace the principle of chance and accident.”

The Contagion of Risk Society and Moral Panic



“Process and prescription of regulations and decisions is 
removing the human thought action from self-
assessment or individual responsibility for risk taking.”

Consequences of Risk Society 



“We completely lose the concept of a risk that 
is worth taking”

The very essence from which our industry was 
spawned.

Consequences of Risk Society 



“MORAL PANIC is an impulsive individualistic spasm that speaks of ideological 
contradictions about economic equality.  They exaggerate a social or technical 
problem, they predict its future then conclude or change it to ensure it 
doesn’t happen.”

“MORAL PANIC by regulators allows them to prescriptively define or broadly 
interpret regulation, generally disproportionate to the problem they bring into 
being.”

Risk Society behavior matures to Moral Panic



“The resource sector is no longer dominated by science and engineering 
specialists.  It has been opened to a plethora of external specialists that 
don’t measure and think the same way as has been traditionally done.”

Impacts of Risk Society and Moral 
Panic on the Resource Sector



“It’s time to PUSH BACK”

Lets rid the prescription and regulation that constrains 
innovation, invention, be ingenuity.

Our industry was built on educated but subjective risk 
taking.  If allowed it can continue to prosper.

Let’s make our industry great again!

Let’s make Australia great again!

The Contagion of Risk Society and Moral Panic


